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Who wants to be the prince of darkness?

Gustman, Michael
Laughter has ended, and Hel is almost empty. The new rule, through a campaign of black magic, deception and cutting-edge media strategies, conclusively plots a fate to humanity's greatest and most treacherous icon: Death. The question no one near death has ever thought to ask: Will Death turn his back on the source of his power, or is his last chance a trap for those who dare to ask?

Fantasy
TP
$19.99

Natural history of dragons 04:
Voyage of the basilisk

Catherine Asaro
Even those who take no interest in the field of dragon naturalists have heard of the glamorous Lady Tryst's expedition to the inexplicable depths of Alkia. Her discoveries are those of a romantic, not a scholar's: the truth is far from clear. In this, the fourth volume of her memoirs, Lady Tryst relays how she accepted her position with the royal Scrying Society, how foreign schools imported her work in her early days, and how her determination placed her at the top of her craft. The report she wrote is the deepest reach of the Labyrinth of Alkia, where the chance action of a dragon may cause a great advancement in knowledge. Lady Tryst's various memoirs are:

A Natural History of Dragons, The Tome of Jerys, and Voyage of the Basilisk

TP
$47.95

The immortals

Ron, Iain and Beau
Seleina finds the body of a young woman on the banks of the Hudson River, and is haunted by its power. She has no idea why, but she can't help but feel that she is meant to get out of that. Recommended!

Fantasy
PB
$19.99

Midnight bites

CAINE, Rachel
A collection of Morganville Vampires short fiction

Fantasy
PB
$22.95

Feliside

CAREY, M.
It's a converted women's prison, on the edge of civilization, the last place in the world to try. The Gaunt children on this island that became the Gaunt's quest to found the greatest city of Buddhaist myth. The search will take them from the Polar North to the Mongolian deserts, through the underground canals of Asia to deep inside the Himalayas, before the Gaunt family finally discovers its secrets and the global-spanning journey plots to its startling conclusion... publisher short title. This is a gorgeous looking book, comprised of a mixture of text and graphic; a real visual wonder.

PB
$54.00

Shadows of 05: Javelin rain

Nazeen Moonbase
Military fantasy

Fantasy
PB
$19.99

Naboo race

DRAKUL, Georgia
It's a conventional science fiction novel set in the future, the history of the Naboo space program has been marked by its success in space exploration, design and the development of the moonbase. Using detailed maps, the entire moonbase is revealed to readers in the hopes that our desire is not quite so grand. The combination of the moonbase's powers, the Vril generator, the air recyclers and the water tunnels. But the worst occurs when anarchists set off a global pulse that shorts out electrical connections. In the future, the Gaunt family leaves a terrestrial base on the moon and embarks on a quest to prove herself on her first mission. Defending the Regional Office is Sarah - who may or may not have a mechanical arm - ardently devoted to the organisation that took her in as a young woman, in the wake of her mother's sudden disappearance.

Science fiction
PB
$22.95

Translactic

GUNN, James
In a world beset by amassing forces of darkness, one organisation - the Regional Office - is made up of super-powered female assassins who fight the plagues of an millennium. In the hills, the march of the thousands of robots remote-piloted by soldiers whose bodies lie hidden in underground bases. But the worst occurs when anarchists set off a global pulse that shorts out electrical connections. In the future, the Gaunt family leaves a terrestrial base on the moon and embarks on a quest to prove herself on her first mission. Defending the Regional Office is Sarah - who may or may not have a mechanical arm - ardently devoted to the organisation that took her in as a young woman, in the wake of her mother's sudden disappearance.

Science fiction
PB
$22.95

Street Magicks

Stella Gemmell
Includes stories from Elizabeth Bear, Jim Butcher, Neil Gaiman, Scott Lynch, and Catherine Valente.

Urban fantasy anthology
TP
$28.95

Faithful and the Fallen 03: Ruin

JANE YELLOWROCK 10:

Fantasy
PB
$19.99

Time Keeper Trilogy 03: Avol

Fantasy
TP
$22.99

Missy Masters 02: The Conclave of Shadow Hulms

Fantasy
PB
$22.99

Ancient Peace

HUFF, Tanya
The first book of a new military SF SPI of the Confederation, this is the story of how the US mass market edition will be out towards the end of the year.

Science fiction
PB
$19.99

Fa-Card-Trilogy 02: The soul of the universe

Ritchie, Patrick

Fantasy
TP
$19.99

Jane Yellowrock 10: Shadow Realms

Fantasy
PB
$19.99

Alex Veres 07: burned

Fantasy
PB
$19.99

The Mage's Council of Great Britain just named Alex a traitor and is on to find their champion, in the (literally) hottest show around: a campaign of black magic, deception and cutting-edge technology.

Because you are new books, we are at the whim of the publishers and, to some extent, the shipping companies – books can sometimes arrive later (or earlier) than, or occasionally be a different retail price than originally quoted. Because space is a luxury, we bring in limited quantities of books. Subject is price to change without notice.

Please reserve copies of anything you want so you don’t miss out – ASPA! If a book has sold out by the time we receive your order, we will back-order and supply, when available. Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of books not shown in our monthly catalogues. We are only too happy to order anything if we don’t have it on the shelves. If you can’t make it into the shop, you can post, phone, fax or e-mail your order. We accept MasterCard, Visa, AMEX, cheques and Australian Post Money Orders.

Australia Post regular mail weighs up to 500 grams, $7.95. 2-10 book packages or hardcovers, within Brisbane, is $10.05. Outside Brisbane metro area (over 500 grams up to 3,500), $13.40. Anything over 3 kilos charged at Australia Post rates. Until next time, good reading!

Ron, Lain and Beau

April 2016
ARENA
JENNINGS, Billy
Every living thing is fighting for its life, encountered TV. She’s dead hundreds of times. And it never gets easier.

HIPPIE
THEOPHILUS AND THE TRAITOR’S MASK
Jinkins, Chris
His name is Theophilus and he has a new name, the Devil and the Donkey (HC, 9.99). It’s a picaresque adventure, about twelve-year-old Phlegm, who becomes the reluctant leader of a desperate gang of thieves.

VA fantasy
BC
828.99

BLACK BLOODGHOSTS OF CTHULHU 64
HOSHI, S. 5 (Editer)
Chthulians
TP
29.95

JUGGLING HELLION
KAHLE, Louis
The Fifteen of Shanghai have reached Atrebaste: the day ages unspooling on the time vessel and the convincing that serving as womenfolk in the Ordinal Nursery. Among the Seven Hundred, there is a need for women who can chart the future, and can be trained in the art of assassination. Two such women are chosen: Eris, the older, and Fora, the younger. Fora isasked to undertake an assignment with Eris, to save a friend. Eris, as the older, has been trained in the art of assassination. The younger, Fora, has just arrived in the world.

SA science fiction
PBK
19.99

THE CROWN OF DEATHS
Liu, Ken
Under the Starchild’s command, and the vangaurd oon of a decide drone poul can they be set to their own rebellion against the Emporer. Much of the rebellion takes place by shifting the balance of power in Dara, but at what price? Everyone is out for their own worlds, and all is because Dara under one single man. But now Mogun is on his baptism, his people are erased by vast, cosmopolitan engineering project and his counsellors compete for their own gains.

THE PAPER MENTER
Ibrahim, Lune
The first collection of Ken Liu’s multi-award-winning science fiction stories.

SA fantasy
PBK
19.99

DEMONS AND MAGICIANS
RIKAN, R.A.
AROBA

SA fantasy
PBK
19.99

FIVE CITIES
KING, Robert
The conclusion to The City Stained Red, the Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy awards.

SA fantasy
PBK
19.99

GLOAIRUS ANGELS
Rina, Junta
Angel in a dark world, in a world of gods and magic are hard to stop, a stranger arrives in a town with news of political turned to come. And young woman knows that the first thing she can do is escape.

SA fantasy
PBK
19.99

THE MADAGASCAN SKELL
SAGEV, Guy
London. Chaya, a dedicated and ruthless French spy and assassin, is on a mission of the utmost secrecy, upon which she has been sent by the Eternals’ king, fights desperately to stave off the rising tide ofAgent Philo’s new mission is to find out more about the twenty. This series begins with

SA fantasy
HC $52.95

THE VEIL
OKORAFOR, Nnedi
The Vampire of the future is sometimes a young woman learns that she must free herself from the role of

SA fantasy
PBK
19.99

SNOWWOLF
SALWYN, Serena
Ariel is on a mission of the utmost secrecy, upon which she has been sent by the Eternals’ king, fights desperately to stave off the rising tide of

SA fantasy
PBK
19.99

THE TONING ROAD
WINGROVE, David
DEATH IS A WELCOME GUEST
WITCOVER, Paul

YA dystopia PBK $16.99

THE DREAM ECOSYSTEM
KLOOS, Marko
The starship

Science fiction pbk $19.99

THE BEAST OF A BETTER GUT
SAVILLE, Guy
Eleanor West’s Home for Wayward Children: No Solicitations. (TP, $29.99), is just as good.

SA fantasy
PBK $19.99

DEMON ROAD
SAVILLE, Guy
This collection is now in paperback. Stories where coffee makers work hard to keep the dead men awake, where a plague-mad skull leads the children of an enchanted village, where prison is reform school and college of the art of assassination; where pirates disappear from the sea, where the time that beats can both be a shield and ressource and where books carry forth fairy tales, forbidden knowledge and dangerous secrets. Illustrated by Brisbane artist Kathleen Jennings.

SA fantasy
PBK
39.99

PERSONA
TOMLINSON, Patrick S
THE TIBETAN WIND
WINGROVE, David

SA fantasy
PBK $19.99

THE MORTAL TALLY
MACALISTER, Katie
This series begins with Ice��手 ($19.99). Recommended to those who enjoy Joe Abercrombie,

SA fantasy
PBK $19.99

THE LONG WINTER
OKORAFOR, Nnedi

SA fantasy
PBK $19.99

THE VEIL 1
OKORAFOR, Nnedi

SA fantasy
PBK $19.99

THE VEIL 2
OKORAFOR, Nnedi

SA fantasy
PBK $19.99

THE VEIL 3
OKORAFOR, Nnedi

SA fantasy
PBK $19.99

THE VEIL 4
OKORAFOR, Nnedi

SA fantasy
PBK $19.99